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A PAIN THAT REMAINS
Family and friends gather for
memorial of fatal stabbing victim
David Lopez
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Adam Faulkner stood in
the blaring afternoon sun.
He gazed into a photo album
filled with pictures of Ryan
Livingston and couldn’t help
but to rekindle fond memories of an old friend.
Friends and family planted
“Remember Ryan” signs along
Main Street at the City of
Carbondale Pavilion Saturday,
which marked the one-year
anniversary of Livingston’s
murder. The
22-year-old
former John A. Logan student was killed last summer
after a Sunset Concert in an
attempted robbery.
While those in attendance still felt the void left by
Livingston’s death, many were
more interested in celebrating
his life than mourning it.
“He was the only guy who
showed up to my 21st birthday party,” Faulkner said.
Though police have
investigated several leads,
no arrests have been made.
Meanwhile, Livingston’s family and Carbondale Crime
Stoppers are offering a $6,000
reward in hopes of motivating
anyone with any information
to come forward.
Ryan’s father, Richard

Livingston, said he remembers his son’s uniqueness,
kindness and his highly protective instinct toward his
friends.
“He thought he was everybody’s mom or dad,” he said.
Stephanie Oldani, a friend
of Ryan Livingston’s from
Carterville, spent the afternoon with the family. She
said the memorial was meant
to keep Ryan fresh in people’s
minds and remind them to be
careful.
“We just don’t want his
name to go away,” Oldani
said. “We want people to
know this type of thing does
happen in a small town.”
Some local residents have
already taken precautions to
avoid another similar incident.
Since February, Bob
Luebbers
has
been
Neighborhood Watch Block
captain for the three-block
area between St. Francis
Xavier Catholic Church and
First Presbyterian Church.
Luebbers said since the
neighborhood watch group
has been intact, he has seen
less crime and some street
improvements such as repaired
streetlamps.
See REMEMBRANCE, Page 5
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Ryan Livingston’s mother Denise holds a picture of her son as she and his father, Richard, arrive
at a memorial service marking the one-year anniversary of Ryan’s murder. His family announced
they are offering a $6,000 reward for information leading to the arrest of Ryan’s killer.

Liquor license control on deck Lights, camera, learn
Mayor Cole could
gain sole authority
over liquor licenses
Joe Crawford
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The City Council will vote
tonight whether to give sole control of liquor licensing to the
mayor, a proposal that has recently
stirred controversy.
Carbondale Mayor Brad Cole,
who proposed the plan, said giving the mayor local liquor-related
authority would streamline the
process of applying for liquor
licenses and enforcing the liquor
code. He said the change would
also bring the city into accordance
with state law.
Currently, the Council serves as
the Liquor Control Commission,

which issues licenses and has
authority regarding enforcement
of the city’s liquor code.
Cole said his proposal would
eliminate a part of the liquor
licensing process that other cities
in the state don’t require – the
approval of the City Council.
“It’s confusing for anyone that
has licenses in multiple cities,” he
said. “We’re the only one that does
it this way.”
The proposal could also provide the mayor with a $9,000 per
year pay raise. Due to a state law
that keeps elected officials from
giving themselves raises mid-term,
the pay increase would not take
effect until the next mayoral term
begins in 2011.
Councilman Joel Fritzler said
he believes removing the responsibility from the Council would
reduce government transparency
and accountability.
“With any type of government,

“ any type of government, I prefer more openness
“With
so that people can see what’s going on as opposed to
just having these meetings behind closed doors.

— Joel Fritzler
Councilman

I prefer more openness so that
people can see what’s going on as
opposed to just having these meetings behind closed doors,” he said.
Appealing punishments, such
as a liquor license suspension or
revocation, could also be more difficult than it is now, Fritzler said.
Rather than appealing the decision to the City Council — acting as the Local Liquor Control
Commission — the decision
would be appealed to the state’s
commission, which could involve
traveling outside of Carbondale
for the license.
Councilwoman
Corene
McDaniel said she has not decided
how she will vote on the issue
yet, but said businesses should not
have to wait months to get a liquor
license, as they might do now.
“I would be in favor of expediting the process,” she said.
See LIQUOR, Page 5
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What do you think? Log on to
siuDE.com to voice your opinion

High school students
study TV techniques
at SIUC camp
Brandy Oxford
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Although she flooded the dorm’s
shower room on her first night at
SIUC’s TV-news summer camp,
Kyerra Johnson still plans to attend
SIUC.
In response to SIU President
Glenn Poshard’s push to increase
enrollment, SIUC’s radio-television
department invited 10 students from
East St. Louis High School to attend
a week-long camp.
The project ended Friday in a
student news broadcast.
“I learned the editing process,”
said Johnson, a senior at East St.
Louis. “It looked easy, but it wasn’t.

We had good teachers though.”
The department provided meal
cards for breakfast and lunch and had
a dinner arranged for the students
each night they attended camp.
Although the camp was funded
by the department, most of the work
was volunteer.
“You have to invest money to
make money,” department chair John
Hochheimer said. “This camp shows
the rich possibilities that people of
good will can reach together. It goes
beyond Poshard’s direct charge, but
it’s implicit in what he’s trying to
accomplish.”
Hochheimer said students were
bright and articulate with unlimited
potential.
“Any possible misconceptions
from the bad news coverage and
negative PR that East St. Louis
gets were torn down entirely by
these students,” Hochheimer said.

“
“Any
possible misconceptions from the bad news
See CAMERA, Page 5

coverage and negative PR that East St. Louis gets were
torn down entirely by these students.
— John Hochheimer
Department chair
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NEWS BRIEFS

Seneca man charged
in beating deaths of
elderly couple

OTTAWA, Ill. (AP) — A Seneca man
was charged Monday with two counts
of first-degree murder in the beating
deaths of an elderly couple in their
rural home last week, authorities said.
Keith Machowiak, 39, made an
initial appearance in LaSalle County
Circuit Court, where a judge set bond
at $5 million for the deaths of Aloysius
Twardowski, 84, and Catherine
Twardowski, 87.
According to charging documents,
Machowiak was trying to burglarize
the couple’s Seneca home, about 60
miles southwest of Chicago, when he
attacked the two with a shovel, striking them both on the head.
LaSalle County Sheriff Tom
Templeton said Machowiak did not
know the Twardowskis.
“We believe we will be able to have
a motive at some point in time, but
not right now,” Templeton said. “We’ll
discuss it more at a later time.”
Machowiak asked to represent himself, Templeton said.
Authorities said their investigation
will continue. Machowiak is scheduled
to appear before a grand jury on Aug.
7, and could face additional charges.

Thief trashes
neighborhood in
stolen garbage truck

GRANDVIEW, Ill. (AP) — Lisa Seger
was watching late-night TV when she
heard what sounded like a semi rumbling down her residential street early
Sunday morning.
She looked out the window to see
a bright orange garbage truck moving
so quickly that it nearly tipped over
on a tight curve, Seger said. The driver
avoided that, but crashed into a large
tree in her yard, shoved a parked car
into the roadway and then continued
down the block.
Before the rampage was over, the
truck — stolen from a disposal company in nearby Springfield — was used
to demolish fences and smash three
cars. It hit a utility pole, knocking out
electricity to a few homes. It uprooted

a large tree and dragged it for about a
block, scattering branches and parts of
the trunk along the road.
The truck was found abandoned
about 9 o’clock Sunday night.
Police say they have no suspects.

Marine charged in
Iraqi’s death may
have brain injury

CAMP PENDLETON, Calif. (AP)
— Repeated exposure to bomb blasts
may have impaired the judgment a
Marine corporal from Illinois charged
with kidnapping and murdering an
Iraqi civilian, an expert in war-related
brain injuries told a military judge
Monday.
Attorneys for Cpl. Trent D. Thomas
hope to show that the Marine was suffering from traumatic brain injury that
impeded his ability to say no when his
squad leader ordered him to snatch
Hashim Ibrahim Awad from his home
in Anbar province.
Thomas, a 25-year-old infantryman
from Madison, Ill., who was on his third
combat tour in Iraq, had been exposed
to more than 25 bomb blasts, said
Maria Mouratidis, head of the traumatic stress and brain injury program
at the National Naval Medical Center
in Bethesda, Md.
Shock waves from such explosions
can shred neurons in the brain, causing damage that may lead to difficulty
making decisions, processing information quickly, and overriding impulsive
responses, especially in high-pressured
environments, Mouratidis said.
“Corporal Thomas would have difficulty with decision-making, problemsolving and especially with coming
up with different solutions in a highpressure atmosphere,” Mouratidis said.
“The evidence suggests that he would
be very susceptible to influence and
have difficulty seeing other options.”
Thomas is in the second week of
a court-martial that would result in a
mandatory life sentence if he is convicted of murder.
According to prosecutors, Thomas
and seven other men on a nighttime
patrol in the village of Hamdania
hatched a plan to kidnap a suspected
insurgent from his home and kill him.
When they couldn’t find the intended
victim, Thomas, the senior corporal in

POLICE REPORTS

the squad and a fireteam leader, led a
four-man snatch team to take Awad, a
retired police officer, instead.
Thomas is charged with murder,
kidnapping, conspiracy, making a false
official statement, larceny and housebreaking.
He pleaded guilty in January as
part of a pretrial agreement. But on the
eve of his sentencing, having already
given details of his involvement in the
killing, he withdrew his plea.
Thomas’ attorneys said at the time
that their client had an “epiphany”
before he changed his plea to not
guilty. Thomas claimed he had been
following what he perceived to be a
lawful order.
Mouratidis and an expert on posttraumatic stress disorder spoke at a
hearing before Judge Lt. Col. David
Jones, who will rule on a defense
request to have them testify before the
jury of three officers and six enlisted
Marines.
Mouratidis told the judge her
testimony was based on a review of
Thomas’ medical records.
Military prosecutors objected to the
expert testimony about Thomas’ mental state, arguing that Thomas should
be ordered to testify himself. Jones
said he would not require Thomas to
testify.
Thomas’ court-martial is the first
trial among seven Marines and a Navy
corpsman charged in Awad’s death.
Four Marines and the sailor have
already pleaded guilty to reduced
charges and sentenced to between
one and eight years in the brig.
Those troops testified that several
squad members took Awad to a ditch
then shot him to death. In an attempt
to cover up the killing, they said they
placed a shovel and AK-47 by his body
to make it look like he was an insurgent who was digging a hole to plant
a bomb.
The men who pleaded guilty have
pointed to the squad leader, Sgt.
Lawrence Hutchins III, as the mastermind. Hutchins’ court-martial is
expected to start later this month.
Charges against the Marine squad
came as another Camp Pendleton unit
was under investigation in the killing of
24 civilians in Haditha. Three Marines
have been charged with murder in that
case and four officers charged with
failing to investigate those deaths.

CALENDAR

Carbondale
Patrick Dwayne Green, a 21-year-old SIUC student, was arrested on a failure to appear
warrant on an original charge of driving under the influence and was unable to post bond.
Green was transported to the Jackson County Jail.
Daniel Joseph Robot, a 20-year-old SIUC student, was issued a Carbondale City pay-bymail citation and released for underage possession of alcohol.
Tyler W. Binder, a 20-year-old non-SIUC student, was released on a personal recognizance bond after being arrested for underage possession of alcohol, possession of cannabis 30 grams and under and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Sean Michael Loftus, a 22-year-old SIUC student was issued a Carbondale City pay-bymail citation and released for public urination.

Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
536-3311, ext. 266.

CORRECTIONS
If you spot an error, please contact the
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311,
ext. 253.

AccuWeather 7-Day Forecast for Carbondale
®

TODAY
High
96°

WEDNESDAY
High
95°

THURSDAY
High
94°

FRIDAY
High
88°

SATURDAY
High
88°

SUNDAY
High
86°

MONDAY
High
91°

Low
71°

Low
74°

Low
68°

Low
62°

Low
64°

Low
65°

Low
67°

Several hours of
sun

Partly sunny
with a t-storm

Partly sunny
and hot

Clouds and
sunshine

Mostly sunny

Sunshine and
comfortable

Plenty of
sunshine

Forecasts and graphics provided by AccuWeather, Inc. ©2007
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Gloria Bode says we’re going
to smash some pumpkins
Wednesday — don’t miss it.

Movies
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‘Potter’ is
magically
delicious

TORTURE

TO SIT THROUGH
Justin Leverett
DAILY EGYPTIAN

“Captivity”
Rated: R
Starring: Elisha Cuthbert, Daniel Gillies
Directed by Roland Joffé
Runtime: 85 minutes

As he wrote it on parchment, the line
slowly and painfully carved into Potter’s
hand.
From her first moments on screen,
Staunton makes Umbridge thoroughly
loathsome with an uppity throat clearing
and lofty, nose-in-the-air attitude. It takes
real self-control from audience members
to not leap out of their seats with rage or
gesture inappropriately.
Another addition to the Potter cast is
the character of Luna Lovegood, played
by the wide-eyed Evanna Lynch. As an
outcast among the children of Hogwarts,
Lynch shows Lovegood as a loveable,
quirky weirdo who children might not
actually mind being friends with.
“Phoenix” also allows the magic to flow
in action scenes between Potter and company and Voldemort’s dark army. Spells
and jinxes have always been at the forefront of movies in this series, but it’s just
outright fun to see a wizard battle and a
multitude of magic at a quick pace.
Although there’s no mention of the
broomstick sport Quidditch in the film
and subtle details available in the novel are
left out, “Harry Potter and the Order of
the Phoenix” still manages to be a strong
offering from the franchise. It suffers from
the one thing it can’t help and that’s being
the fifth installment out of seven — there
just isn’t a lot of closure yet.
Potter, however, might just be the magic
this summer movie season needed.

The days of Freddie and Jason are long gone. Those were the
good old days, the glory days, the days when watching innocent
victims get slaughtered and eviscerated was fun. Today, all we
have are pale, slack-jawed shells like “Captivity,” whose misguided
efforts at horror are frightening only in their anemic inefficacy.
The film follows Jennifer Tree (the blonde and beautiful
Elisha Cuthbert), a successful but lonely model whose only friend
is her tiny little dog. After sipping a spiked martini, she awakes in
the booby-trapped basement of a psychotic serial murderer.
She soon discovers she has company, a fellow prisoner (Daniel
Gillies) in an adjacent cell. The two scrape away the crusty paint
and, without ever saying a word to each other, fall in love.
After being gassed and drugged, Jennifer finds herself in a
series of increasingly compromising situations. Each is a lame
attempt by the filmmakers to horrify the viewer, and each fails.
In one scene Jennifer is strapped to a chair with her hands
taped to two shotguns. One points at her own head while the
other points at her dog, suspended in an iron cage several feet
above her. A video screen shows a timer, counting down from
30 seconds.
Cut to Jennifer, screaming! Cut to the dog, yipping!
Suspenseful music! Cut to the timer! Cut to the dog, again! Oh
my, what’s going to happen? Will
she kill the dog, or herself?
���������
Even “Saw” puts this movie to
shame. At least it didn’t make you
watch a tiny dog explode.
Problem is, the filmmakers
0
���������������������
have become so caught up trying
to brainstorm new “compromising situations” that they’ve lost track of what makes scary movies
scary — suspense.
Notwithstanding the terrible plot, watching the movie is an
experience akin to being guided through a very bad fifth-grade
haunted house. Red and purple lighting saturates everything.
Every gimmicky torture situation is like another room—awkward and short-lived.
Roland Joffé has directed such fantastic movies (The Mission,
The Killing Fields) that seeing his name on this bombshell only
makes it that much more painful. He has filched material from
everything from “The Shining” to “Aladdin,” failed to tie together
any sort of reasonable plot and brought shame upon himself and
everyone he knows.
This movie is a black mark on the “Horror-Porn” genre.
Avoid it all costs.

Alicia Wade can be reached at 536-3311 ext.
275 or awade@siude.com.

Justin Leverett can be reached at 536- 3311 ext. 275 or
justin_leverett@siude.com.

���������

���������������������

Alicia Wade
DAILY EGYPTIAN

“Harry Potter and the
Order of the Phoenix”
Rated: PG-13
Starring: Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert
Grint, Emma Watson, Imelda
Staunton, Gary Oldman, Michael
Gambon
Directed by David Yates
Runtime: 138 min.
Growing up is difficult. Especially
when you’re a boy-wonder wizard and the
fate of the world rests on your shoulders
at about the same time you’re contemplating the troubles of puberty, your first
girlfriend and what you want to do once
school ends.
But Harry Potter handles it all with
panache in “Harry Potter and the Order of
the Phoenix,” the fifth installment of seven
in the series.
Potter, played by the ever-aging and
better-acting Daniel Radcliffe, finds the
wizarding world against him this time
after a showdown with the dark Lord
Voldemort (Ralph Fiennes) during his
untimely return in the fourth movie. The
Ministry of Magic has spun the press,
calling Potter a liar and telling everyone
Voldemort has not returned.
Potter and his friends know better and
with private practice and the help of the
Order of the Phoenix, a group of wizards
formed to fight Voldemort and his followers, they set out to stop the bad guys, no

matter the cost.
“Phoenix” is a huge step forward for
the Potter franchise with this film obviously growing with the main characters,
becoming more conversationally driven
and less prone to childish frivolities. In the
first films the colors are vivid greens, reds
and blues, the music is generally happy and
the plot caters to children.
Visually darker and ominous “Phoenix”
shows the evil creeping in on the wizarding world. The score is insistent and driving, and the plot operates in clandestine
conversations and layers of betrayal.
The greatest improvement in the series
is shown in this film as most of the child
actors are now in their late teens and do
more than recite lines and react when told
— they actually act! New additions to
the cast also tote their weight and make
“Phoenix” thoroughly enjoyable, the most
notable being Imelda Staunton who plays
the vile Professor Dolores Umbridge.
Best described as Martha Stewart after
inhaling a can of helium, Umbridge is
the dastardly new Defense Against the
Dark Arts professor and also works for the
Ministry of Magic. Constantly donning
the most obnoxious shade of pink possible, she institutes new rules at the wizard school of Hogwarts, involving proper
dress, proper actions and the elimination
of after-school clubs.
Umbridge takes to disciplining students
by making them write lines such as “I must
not tell lies,” which she requires Potter to
write after he speaks of Voldemort’s return
in her class.

.. / 
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I

Joint Chiefs head says
Iraq troop levels could
go higher or lower

BAGHDAD (AP) — The U.S. military is
weighing new directions for Iraq, including
an even bigger troop buildup if President
Bush thinks his “surge” strategy needs a further boost, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff said Monday.
Marine Gen. Peter Pace revealed that he
and the chiefs of the Army, Marine Corps,
Navy and Air Force are developing their
own assessment of the situation in Iraq, to
be presented to Bush in September. That
will be separate from the highly anticipated
report to Congress that month by Gen. David
Petraeus, the top commander for Iraq.
The Joint Chiefs are considering a range
of actions, including another troop buildup,
Pace said without making any predictions.
He called it prudent planning to enable the
services to be ready for Bush’s decision.
The military must “be prepared for whatever it’s going to look like two months from
now,” Pace said in an interview with two
reporters traveling with him to Iraq from
Washington.
“That way, if we need to plus up or come
down” in numbers of troops in Iraq, the
details will have been studied, he said.

L

L.A. judge approves
largest settlement in
clergy abuse scandal

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A judge on
Monday approved a $660 million settlement
between the Roman Catholic Archdiocese
of Los Angeles and more than 500 alleged
victims of clergy abuse, the largest payout yet in a nationwide sex abuse scandal.
Some of the plaintiffs sobbed as the deal
was formally approved and a moment of
silence was held for others who had died
during the years of negotiations.
“This is the right result,” said Los Angeles
County Superior Court Judge Haley
Fromholz. “Settling the cases was the right
thing to do, and it was done by dint of a
number of extremely talented and dedicated people putting in an awful lot of time.”
The deal came after more than five
years of negotiations and is by far the largest payout by any diocese since the clergy
abuse scandal emerged in Boston in 2002.
The individual payouts will vary according to the severity and duration of the
abuse alleged. The plaintiffs’ attorneys are
expected to receive up to 40 percent of the
settlement.

J

Earthquake causes fire,
radiation release at
Japan nuclear plant

K A S H I WA Z A K I , Japan (AP) — A
strong earthquake shook Japan’s northwest
coast Monday, setting off a fire at the world’s
most powerful nuclear power plant and
causing a reactor to spill radioactive water
into the sea — an accident not reported to
the public for hours.
The 6.8-magnitude temblor killed at
least nine people and injured more than 900
as it toppled hundreds of wooden homes
and tore 3-foot-wide fissures in the ground.
Highways and bridges buckled, leaving officials struggling to get emergency supplies
into the region.
Some 10,000 people fled to evacuation
centers as aftershocks rattled the area. Tens
of thousands of homes were left without
water or power.
The quake triggered a fire in an electrical transformer and also caused a leak of
radioactive water at the Kashiwazaki Kariwa
nuclear power plant, the world’s largest in
terms of electricity output.

C

Armed man shot and
killed outside Colorado
governor’s offices

DENVER (AP) — A man carrying a gun
and declaring “I am the emperor” was shot
and killed Monday outside the offices of
Gov. Bill Ritter by a member of the governor’s
security detail, a spokesman said. Ritter was
not injured.
The unidentified man refused orders to
drop his gun, spokesman Evan Dreyer said.
Four or five shots were heard, but authorities
would not say how many times the security
officer fired.
The shooting occurred in a hall outside
the governor’s offices on the first floor of the
Capitol. It was not clear where the governor
was at the time.
Before he was shot, the gunman said, “I
am the emperor and I’m here to take over
state government,” Dreyer said.

News

Border fence talk divides Texans
Alfredo Corchado
MCT

TORNILLO, Texas — Tony
Rancich believes that “in life you succeed through relationships.”
That’s been the family’s mantra
for years, “because no matter how
smart you are ... you always need
cooperation from your neighbors,”
Rancich said as he walked through
his family’s 1,700-acre pecan ranch
along the U.S.-Mexico border southeast of El Paso.
Walls and fences are not the
answer, he said.
Just outside his property line,
Louisiana native Bob Masling is on
patrol in his old SUV — a .45-caliber
pistol on his hip and high-powered
weapons in the back seat.
“We’re being invaded by wetbacks,
and it’s up to us to stop the invasion.
We can’t wait for Congress, much
less our president, to take action,”
Masling said.
He’s also worried about drug trafE RICH S CHLEGEL ~ D ALLAS M ORNING N EWS /MCT
fickers and possible al-Qaida terror- Tony Rancich is pictured on his pecan farm in Tornillo, Texas, Feb. 9, 2007. His farm is on the Rio
ists streaming into the United States. Grande River south of El Paso, and says smugglers regularly cross through his pecan orchards.
If they’re not here yet, they will be
soon, assures Masling, a founder of
the Texas Border Regulators, a group what seems like an endless flow of
“More than the other border permission from Rancich to use his
organized to protect the border.
states, perhaps the Texas border has property without success. Masling
illegal immigrants.
To get his message across, Masling
Rancich said his pecan orchards, been the scene of a greater degree of describes Rancich’s rejection as “unhas posted half a dozen signs in which stretch from the Rio Grande Anglo-Mexican symbiosis, certainly American, but I nonetheless respect
Spanish and Arabic warning unwel- to Interstate 10, routinely serve as asymmetrical, but still a permanent him.”
come visitors to stay out.
Rancich himself is partly descenda cover for smugglers. He said he’s part of life along the Texas-Mexico
“This is West Texas; it isn’t France comfortable with agents and their border,” Campbell said. “I think only ed from Croatian immigrants. At
and here we don’t own any white high surveillance tower on the banks in Texas we talk of Tex-Mex and the turn of the century, the Rancich
family settled in
of the Rio Tejano as a kind
flags,” Masling
said.
Grande directly of fusion of two
Arizona before
The two men
behind his pecan cultures.”
moving to this
illustrate the ten- The two countries must
region of West
fields.
Back
in This is West Texas; it isn’t
Texas, some 50
But
he T o r n i l l o , France and here we don’t
sion between those have input because long
doesn’t
54,
miles southeast of
want Masling,
who want to preEl Paso.
agents trampling applauds
the own any white flags.
serve a culture of after the fingerpointing
— Bob Masling
His
father,
through
his increased secucoexistence on the is over we will only have
founder of Texas Border Regulators
George Rancich,
pecans, much rity and wants
border and the polless “overzealous more.
loved the border.
itics of today that each other to depend on.
— Tony Rancich people using my
He taught his children the imporDevastated by the Sept. 11 attacks,
push a wall, be it
West Texas pecan farmer property to hunt
virtual or physical.
he used his own money to create the tance of speaking two languages and
The government
down” illegal Texas Border Regulators. He refused embracing two cultures, emphasizing
is lobbying wary Texas landowners immigrants and smugglers.
to join the “Minutemen,” calling that cooperation was key to their
along the border for cooperation and
That’s why he turned down them “media-hungry egotists.”
future. He treated his workers, who
use of their land. The effort is part of Masling’s request for access to his
On this evening, as night falls came from all over Mexico, as family.
President Bush’s call for a 700-mile pecan fields.
“There was a certain simpatico
over the big skies of West Texas, he
wall — including 300 miles of fences
The solution to border security, waves at Border Patrol agents, whom sentiment,” Rancich said. “There was
in parts of South and West Texas.
he calls “America’s heroes in the first a feeling that you were working to
Rancich said, must be bilateral.
Along some parts of the border,
“The two countries must have line of defense.” They’ve given him benefit both sides.”
Today, some of the veteran workincluding Arizona, the federal gov- input because long after the finger- permission to roam the area with his
ernment already owns much of the pointing is over,” Rancich said, “we weapons.
ers continue living in housing providwill only have each other to depend
property.
“They’re hard-working people, ed by the ranch. Some of the workBut in Texas, much of the land on.”
and do great service to our country, ers’ children have continued in their
along the Rio Grande remains in
For generations, many ranchers but they need all the help they can get footsteps. The two sons of Edmundo
private hands, and some farm- in West Texas have built empires, because they’re simply overwhelmed,” Jauregui, 81, still work and live on
ers interviewed don’t want fences, cultivating everything from cotton to he said. “That’s why we need fencing, the ranch. Some of the workers, like
though some praise the increased chilies and pecans with the help of walls. We need protection.”
Jauregui and Adan Ruiz, 76, receive
presence of Border Patrol agents in cheap Mexican labor, according to a
Masling said some of the ranchers a monthly pension as a reward for
the area.
study by Dr. Howard Campbell, an in the area allow him on their prop- their service.
“We put in long hours in that
Ranchers acknowledge that the anthropologist at the University of erty, but under limited conditions.
border has become more dangerous. Texas at El Paso.
He’s not allowed to use his gun unless ranch,” said Jauregui, who worked
More thugs roam the area, often
They’ve done so, in part, by he’s faced with a life-threatening situ- at the ranch for nearly five decades.
heavily armed, trampling over their embracing their neighbors’ customs, ation.
“But the work was very rewarding
properties as they smuggle drugs and language, culture and even religion.
For a year he’s been trying to get indeed.”

“

“

“

E. Michigan University administration ousted
President, two others lose jobs after
accusations of cover-up of rape and murder
Jeff Karoub
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

YPSILANTI, Mich. — Three
Eastern Michigan University administrators, including the president,
have been forced out, months after
top school officials were accused of
covering up the rape and slaying of
a student by publicly ruling out foul
play.
President John Fallon was fired,
and Vice President of Student Affairs
Jim Vick and Public Safety Director
Cindy Hall lost their jobs at the
23,500-student public university, the
chairman of the school’s governing
board said Monday.

Board of Regents Chairman
Thomas Sidlik also said the board
would put a letter of discipline in the
file of university attorney Kenneth
McKanders.
The body of the slain student,
Laura Dickinson, 22, was discovered Dec. 15 in her dorm room. At
the time, university officials told her
parents and the media that she died
of asphyxiation but that there was no
sign of foul play, despite evidence to
the contrary.
It was not until another Eastern
student, Orange Taylor III, was
arrested in late February and charged
with murder that her family and
students learned she had been raped

and killed. Taylor has pleaded not
guilty to murder and criminal sexual
conduct charges in Dickinson’s death,
and is scheduled for trial Oct. 15.
An independent law firm investigation and U.S. Department of
Education report both found that the
university violated the federal Clery
Act, which requires colleges and universities to disclose campus security
information.
Many in the administration were
accused of covering up the truth
and endangering students to protect
the school’s image, which has been
marred in recent years by tensions
with faculty, students and the community.
Board member James Stapleton
said it became clear from conversations with Fallon and his attorney
that Fallon was planning to take

action during Monday’s scheduled
board meeting that would have damaged the university. As a result, the
board unanimously voted to fire him.
Neither Stapleton nor other
regents would elaborate on what he
said Fallon was planning.
Fallon’s secretary did not know
how he could be reached for further
comment. Fallon told the Ann Arbor
News that a termination letter indicated his office had been secured and
that arrangements would be made for
him to retrieve personal items. He
told the newspaper he was upset with
how the board handled his firing.
“As a citizen, I am disappointed
in this hastily called meeting, without
any opportunity to be present or
to respond,” Fallon told the paper.
“I have a story to tell and intend to
tell it.”
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LIQUOR
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Livingston’s family stayed at the
memorial until the late evening,
talking to supporters and waving
at honking motorists.
Despite the outreach from the
community, though, Ryan’s mother
Denise Livingston said her feelings
toward Carbondale have changed
since the murder.
“It’s made me less trustful of
being here,” she said. “There’s some
days I have a hard time coming
here, I have a hard time passing by
where he was killed.”
The Livingston’s are considering moving away from the area, citing several reasons including Ryan’s
death.
Ryan is buried at the Hillcrest
Cemetery in Carterville. He is survived by his two-year-old daughter
named Hannah.

CAMERA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

and equipment for their production
and turned to student volunteers
and recent graduates for guidance.
“The success of this camp was
clearly a reflection of the hard work
and dedication of the students,”
Hochheimer said. “For this one
week, everyone came together in an
envelopment of support, respect and
caring. We’d be well served to follow
up and invest in events like this.”

“They were enthusiastic about
their future and worked wonderfully together. These are the future
leaders of their community. It’s good
that we were able to support and
teach them.”
East St. Louis High School was
chosen because SIUC had worked
with it in the past, Jason Hartz said.
Hartz, coordinator of new student
advisment and recruitment, said he

Brandy Oxford can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 255 or boxford@siu.edu

Joe Crawford can be reached at 5363311 ext. 273 or jcrawford@siude.com.

Ryan Livingston’s mother, Denise, center, talks to Bob Luebbers and Sandy Litecky at the “Remember
Ryan” memorial service Saturday.

would like to incorporate additional high schools and departments
to increase the camp’s size in the
future.
“Each department has to get
involved in new and innovative
recruitment strategies to show
potential students what SIU has to
offer,” Hochheimer said.
Although the students wrote the
stories, radio-TV instructor Eileen
Waldron contacted their interviewees so they would not have to wait
for sources to return phone calls.

Students will return home with
DVDs to show their families the
skills they acquired during their
time at camp.
“Realistically, we spend years
teaching this stuff to college students, so there was a lot to learn
in a week,” radio-TV lecturer Joey
Helleny said. “They exceeded our
expectations. It was good as an
instructor for me to take a pulse
of what the next wave of students
is like.”
Students used WSIU facilities

1

McDaniel said she had not heard
complaints from businesses about the
process.
Cole said he is not sure why
Carbondale first instituted a process
different from other cities, although he
said it might have to do with suspicions
that a previous mayor would favor particular bars or restaurants.
“That was 30 or 40 years ago –
before my time,” he said.
As it stands now, the process of
issuing licenses and enforcing the
liquor code can be burdensome for the
applicants and licensees, he said.
Cole said he recently encountered
a situation in which a business had not
yet been re-issued a license because an
“Exit” light was burned out when it
was inspected. Cole said he visited the
business to ensure that the light was
fixed and gave the business permission
to serve liquor until the city could send
an inspector.
“Technically, I didn’t have the
authority to do that because the Liquor
Commission said all outstanding items
must be in before the license is issued,”
he said. “Well that’s just silliness.
“That’s how this bureaucracy overwhelms the process.”
Fritzler said he believes the system
has worked well for the city in the
past and he sees no need to change
it. Doing liquor-related business at
Council meetings keeps the public
aware of what is happening, he said.
“It’s not broken, so why fix it?”
Fritzler said.

C LAUDETTE R OULO ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

David Lopez can be reached at 618-5363311 ext. 274 or dave.lopez@siude.com
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CAHOKIA MOUNDS
Photo column by Jessica Griffin ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN

W

e take pride in the title of Little
Egypt in southern Illinois.
We live in a fertile river delta.
We have cities named Cairo, Thebes and
Dongola, we cheer for the Salukis and it
definitely gets hot here in the summertime.
Not to mention you’re reading this in the
Daily Egyptian newspaper.
We also have our own set of man-made
pyramids. Located a few miles west of
humble Collinsville, across the river from
St. Louis, the Cahokia mounds are the
stunning remains of a once vast Native
American city.
Cahokia was the largest Native American
city built north of Mexico, and was the
economic center of a trade network that
connected both ends of the Mississippi river.
At its height, the city had between 15,000

and 30,000 people. It boasted a sophisticated wooden solar calendar used to mark
the seasons.
Cahokia contains as many as 100
mounds of various shapes and sizes. The
tallest mound is Monk’s Mound, the largest man-made earthen mound in North
America, which functioned as the ceremonial center of this once great city. The base
of Monk’s Mound covers 14 acres. Unlike
Egyptian pyramids, this towering monument was not a tomb; it served as a great
foundation on which the chief ’s home and
temple were built.
By the 1200s the population of Cahokia
had begun to decline. There is still debate
as to the main cause, but some suggest
disease, food and water shortages, climate
changes, internal conflicts or warfare. By

the time the Europeans arrived, the original
builders of the Cahokia mounds were gone,
and the site was named after the contemporary Indian residents.
As I climbed the long stairway up to
the top of Monk’s Mound, under the blaring summer sun, I appreciated the dedication and engineering of the Mississippian
Indians. This advanced and sophisticated
civilization created a monument that would
last for thousands of years, comparable to
any other great accomplishment.
The greatest tragedy is that this amazing
archeological site remains largely unknown
to the majority of Americans, including
those who live so close. They should be
happy to add it to their list of reasons why
southern Illinois deserves its title of Little
Egypt.

Change to liquor control commission
system removes accountability
DEAR EDITOR,

The mayor has proposed changes to the structure of the Carbondale
Liquor Commission which would
include decreasing the size of the
commission from the seven City
Council members to one person
— the mayor. I don’t think that
decreasing my responsibilities would
best serve the community.
Lowering the city’s standards
because one or two people may be
inconvenienced is not a reason to
decrease the level of accountability
and open governance that currently

exists. If anything, changing the
system will make the appeals process
extremely inconvenient since appeals
will then have to be made to the state
of Illinois rather than to the existing
local commission. Carbondale is a
unique Illinois community that is
hard, if not impossible, to compare
to other communities. Rather than
lowering our standards, other communities should seek to obtain the
higher standards that Carbondale
has set.
Joel Fritzler, Councilman
Carbondale City Council
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“We want people to know this type of thing does happen in a small town ”
Stephanie Oldani
friend of Ryan Livingston
on Livingston’s memorial service
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The Duplex

Sudoku

9

opinion on important subjects. This is
good, because you’re smart. You’ll help
them solve the problems.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today
is a 6 — Your work is even more
complicated than usual, so take care.
Misplacing a decimal point could turn
out to be an expensive mistake.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today
is a 6 — You’re in the mood to celebrate, and well you should. Don’t get
too flamboyant, though. You could
spend so much it hurts.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
— Today is a 7 — You don’t really want
to be in charge of the entire project. It
could be a good idea if you did, since
you know how everything works. Hold
off on your final decision.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
— Today is a 6 — This is not a very
good day for travel but romance is
favored. If your sweetheart is far away,
phone calls and love letters work.
Letters are especially good. They can
be read again.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today
is an 8 — The work you’re doing is
drawing more attention to yourself.
You don’t particularly want this. But,
you can adapt. Protect your privacy.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today
is a 7 — It’s important to let others
participate. It makes them stronger. Try
not to let them make mistakes, however. Maintain control.

Today’s Birthday. Learn how to do
something you like this year, very well.
Keep your studies from interfering with
your regular job. That’s the hard part.
To get the advantage, check the
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today
is a 6 — You’ve found another job to
keep you busy and amused. It won’t
pay much for a while, however. Don’t
go shopping yet.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today
is a 7 — Be very careful financially
now. You’re feeling like you can afford
to gamble or waste, and that is not
the case.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today
is a 7 — Your wealth could cause
trouble now, so just don’t mention it at
all. Fix up your place in case you want
to entertain company soon.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today
is a 7 — A new passion interferes with
your work, and that causes problems.
Do what you promised first and you
can do what you want to later.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is
an 8 — Recycling can make the difference between profit and loss. Do that,
instead of wasting your spare change
on lottery tickets.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today is
an 8 — People are starting to ask your

(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

By The Mepham Group
Level: 1

2

3

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

4

by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

PIMSK

Solution
Monday’s puzzle
Solution to
to Thursday’s
puzzle

©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

TASHY
VEWERS
www.jumble.com

Sudoku on your cell phone. Enter 783658.com in your mobile Web browser. Get a free game!

ENDOTE
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© 2007 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

A:
Thursday’s
Yesterday’s

THE Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Petco Park pro
6 Junky car
10 Whirling water
14 Buck of K.C.
Monarchs
15 Complexion
woe
16 Amateur
sports grp.
17 Aristotle Onassis
to Caroline
Kennedy
19 Flaccid
20 A few
21 Get taller
22 Talks nonsense
23 Catch in a net
25 Old cloth
26 Drew Barrymore
to Steven
Spielberg
32 Weasel family
member
36 Musical opening
37 Ohio/Ontario
separator
38 Port and hock
40 Actress Falco
41 Layered dessert
43 Upright, as hair
44 David to Keith
Carradine
47 Speak

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
24
25
27
48 North Pole, for
Santa
53 Acts like an
usher
56 Hatcher or Garr
58 Send out
59 Letters on a

pork loin
60 Ted Kennedy
to Rose
Schlossberg
62 Hit squarely
63 Feels unwell
64 Vexation

65 Messy
substance
66 Forfeiture
67 Give one’s word
DOWN
1 Search party

28
29
30
31

Composer
Bruckner
Judges
Mature
Santa’s helper
Loathing
Sound rebound
Freshly
Allocation word
Edify
CLI quadrupled
Titled lady
Barks shrilly
Farming prefix
NHL’s Jaromir
Grow older
Feels remorse
Bear claw’s
cousin
Caesar’s hail
Disposition,
in slang
Emerald Isle
Mouthpiece
insert

32 Thomas of
clocks
33 Song for Sills
34 Engage in
logrolling
35 Petiole
38 Thin but strong
39 Late starter?
42 Post-grad degs.
43 California fort
45 Badger
46 Revise for print
49 Extend a
subscription
50 Intro maestro
51 Local trees
52 Take the wheel
53 Warbled
54 Genesis twin
55 Tennis situation,
briefly
56 Small combo
57 Morays
60 Four qts.
61 Emotional peaks

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

’

“

”

(Answers
Thursday)
(Answers
tomorrow)
EMBER
SWOOP
BISECT
GRATIS
WHOSE
INTACT
INLAID
Jumbles: DUCHY
Why Mom
the new
acted
likeofa ittiger
—
andsergeant
Dad made
“light”
when
Answer: How
HE power
GOT HIS
“STRIPES”
— WITH CANDLES
the
failed
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CUBS 3, GIANTS 2

Ramirez doubles,
leads Cubs to victory
Janie Mccauley

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

R YAN R ENDLEMAN ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Jacob Alvis, a junior at Mt. Vernon High School, plays quarterback and linebacker for his high school
team. This was his second time at the group development camp, which allows the SIU football coaching
staff to help students increase their skills.

CAMP
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

12

“Not only can we help our football program, but we can help our
student enrollment.”
At the end of camp, Kill gave
advice to a group of wide-eyed
players. He told them the most
important factor they need to know

FALKER
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

12

The tryouts were held at
Haverford College from July 1214. Other schools represented
at the tryouts were strong BCS
schools such as Georgetown,
Vanderbilt, North Carolina and
Michigan State.
Falker said while he had initially planned on making the team,
just the chance to compete with

BECKHAM

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

12

Galaxy general manager Alexi
Lalas, who signed Beckham to
a $250 million contract, said
Beckham has already paid for
himself by leading to 11,000 new
season-ticket holders and selling
out the Home Depot Center’s
luxury suites.
It won’t be long until we see
celebrities coming out to watch
the English bloke. Maybe Jack
Nicholson can bring his coolerthan-everything charisma to the

if they want to take any sport seriously.
“You need to live in the weight
room,” Kill said. “There’s nothing
more important than your health.”
Many of the players said they
were serious about playing college
football.
Jerry Rich, a senior lineman
from Mount Vernon, said one day

he would like to play for SIU. He
said the camp pushed him to play
harder and faster.
“It’s pretty tough, but no pain, no
gain,” he said. “It’s going to help me
become a better football player.”

such a great group served as a
learning opportunity.
The opportunity to showcase
his talent could also show NBA
teams what his assets are and also
what he needs to work on.
“I showed what I was good
at,” Falker said. “I think if I keep
improving my skills overall it will
benefit me in the end.”
Senior forward Matt Shaw said
getting a chance to compete with
some of the best athletes would

not only be a helpful experience
for Falker, but will also give him
motivation for the upcoming season.
Shaw said that he thought
Falker had the skill set to make
the team.
“I feel he is a pretty well-rounded all-around player, but things
like that just happen,” Shaw said.

Home Depot Center while the
Lakers are in the offseason.
Beckham has already saved the
Galaxy franchise without stepping
foot on a MLS field. Imagine
what the guy can do once he puts
his cleats on.
Saturday, which will be
Beckham’s first game in an
American uniform, will be the
beginning of a new era in soccer.
The Galaxy will play Chelsea, an
English Premier League team, and
already the buzz is Super Bowlesque.

ESPN has announced it plans
to play the game with multiple camera views, including a
Beckham camera that will focus
on the English star.
And so it begins. Soccer enthusiasts in America find themselves
at the dawn of a new era. The
Beckham era.
Will it bring soccer to the
American forefront? Only time
will tell. But Beckham is the right
guy for the assignment.

Alejandro Gonzalez can be reached
at 536-3311 ext. 256 or at
agonzalez@siude.com.

Eugene Clark can be reached at 5363311 ext. 269 or eclark@siude.com.

CHICAGO (AP) — Two
people hit balls over the Wrigley
Field fence, and neither was Barry
Bonds. The slugger just watched
as his team lost another tough
one.
Aramis Ramirez lined a goahead two-run double off the wall
in left with two outs in the eighth
inning, and the Chicago Cubs
rallied for a 3-2 victory over the
slumping San Francisco Giants on
Monday night.
Rich Hill (6-6) won for the first
time in more than a month, getting just enough offense in eight
innings. Bob Howry finished for
his sixth save in 10 chances.
Koyie Hill hit a solo home run
in the third for the Cubs, who
won their fourth straight since
the All-Star break and 16th in 20
overall to move a season-best five
games over .500. Chicago sent San
Francisco to its fifth consecutive
defeat and fourth in a row to start
the second half on a day Bonds
was a late scratch from the lineup
to rest his sore legs.
After Ramirez’s double off
Randy Messenger cleared the
bases, fans began throwing garbage over the outfield fences from
several directions in a strange
response to their team taking the
lead. The grounds crew scurried
out to clean up the mess.
The rally began on back-toback two-out singles by Ryan
Theriot and Derrek Lee off loser
Kevin Correia (1-5). The bullpen
blew it yet again, spoiling a strong
outing by rookie right-hander Tim
Lincecum, who struck out eight in
6 1-3 innings.
Lincecum was coming off his
first two-start winning streak after
beating Arizona and St. Louis
before the All-Star break. After
Alfonso Soriano’s leadoff single
in the first, the lone hit Lincecum
allowed was Koyie Hill’s homer to
start the third.
Pedro Feliz tied the game with
a solo shot in the fifth inning
and scored the go-ahead run on a
pinch-hit RBI single by Guillermo
Rodriguez in the eighth, but the
Cubs answered in the bottom
half.
Rich Hill ended a five-start
winless stretch that featured two

losses since his last victory on June
7 at Atlanta. He hadn’t gone longer than 6 2-3 innings since then
before Monday’s impressive eightinning effort.
He allowed four hits and two
runs, struck out three and walked
two.
Chicago announced late in
the game it had acquired veteran
catcher Jason Kendall from the
Oakland Athletics for catcher Rob
Bowen and minor league pitcher
Jerry Blevins. Cubs general manager Jim Hendry said Kendall told
him he’d do his best to arrive
in time for Tuesday night’s game
with the Giants.
Bonds has been stuck at 751
home runs and four shy of tying
Hank Aaron’s record for nearly
two weeks – though he did have
the All-Star break last week.
He is mired in one of the worst
slumps of his 22-year career and
might sit out again Tuesday night.
The slugger, who turns 43 on July
24, erupted in frustration after
going 0-for-5 on Sunday for the
second straight day.
“It’s an embarrassment for me
to be wearing this (expletive deleted) uniform ‘cause of the way I’m
playing. There, that’s it. Now go
away,” Bonds said.
Then he overturned a laundry
cart as he walked through the
clubhouse, a rare public display of
emotion with his pursuit of the
Hammer stalled.
No. 25 is 0-fer in his last 20 atbats, hitless in six straight games
and hasn’t homered in 23 at-bats,
since July 3 at Cincinnati.
The Giants, coming off a
discouraging weekend sweep at
home by the archrival Los Angeles
Dodgers, fell to a season-worst
14 games below .500. Many are
expecting a firesale come the trading deadline later this month –
that is if the Giants can find some
takers for some of their aging
veterans.
Notes: Bonds homered in each
of his last two games against the
Cubs, Sept. 2-3, 2006, at Wrigley;
Lincecum has allowed only four
earned runs in his last 28 1-3
innings; Rodriguez, a rookie who
spent 12 years in the minors, is
4-for-5 with runners in scoring
position since being called up June
8; Feliz hit his 13th home run and
first in 40 at-bats since a shot off
Greg Maddux on June 27.
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Saluki Insider

SALUKI TRACKER

CRAIG COFFIN

Sacramento King Ron Artest has appealed his seven-game suspension for a
misdemeanor domestic violence charge. Artest recently released photos of himself in
Africa giving out rice to the people of Kenya. Should the NBA
consider Artest’s good side and revoke the suspension?

EUGENE CLARK
eclark
@siude.com

Instead of giving Artest a seven-game
suspension, they should make him play the
whole season with no breaks, no pay and a diet
that consists of fruits, vegetables, grains and
tofu. That should teach him to have domestic
violence issues.

Artest is a great guy with high morals.
He’ll fight for his teammates, he’ll fight for
‘street cred’, he’ll fight for world hunger, and
now obviously he’ll fight his wife. I believe
he is a loveable guy that gets a bad rap from
saints like Bill O’Reilly.

ALEJANDRO
GONZALEZ
agonzalez
@siude.com

BRIT FINNEGAN
brit.ﬁnnegan
@siude.com

Kicker Craig Coffin made
the winning field goal for the
U.S. in the World Championship
of American Football on
Sunday. The U.S. beat Japan
23-20 in double overtime.
It was the first time the U.S.
participated in the tournament.

Do you have questions
for the Saluki Banter
that you want
answered?

This isn’t the first time Artest has gotten
in trouble. I remember the riot he caused
in Detroit. I wonder if Artest got into a fight
with any of the Kenyans when he was there
passing out rice. I wouldn’t put it past him.

E-mail: editor@siude.com

SPORT BRIEFS

BASEBALL

Bonds scratched
from starting lineup
Monday night

Barry Bonds needed a physical and
mental break in a big way.
The slumping slugger was scratched
from San Francisco’s starting lineup
Monday night, letting him rest his aching legs and giving him time to focus
on something besides his latest funk
at the plate.
He might just take Tuesday off, too.
Bonds was originally listed in the
cleanup spot and left field for the opener of the four-game series against the
Chicago Cubs. Manager Bruce Bochy
made the switch after talking to Bonds
before the game.
“He’s had some general soreness in
the legs,” Bochy said.
Bonds — available to pinch hit, if
needed — was in a season-worst 0-for20 slump, going six games without a
hit. He has 751 homers, four shy of tying
Hank Aaron’s record, but hasn’t hit one
out since July 3 at Cincinnati.
Bonds was unavailable for comment
before the game.

Cubs recall Petrick,
designate Bowen

Catcher Rob Bowen, acquired in a
trade from San Diego last month for
Michael Barrett, was designated for
assignment Monday by the Chicago
Cubs.
Bowen came to the Cubs along with
minor league outfielder Kyler Burke in
a trade on June 20 that sent Barrett to
the Padres. But Bowen batted just .065
(2-for-31) with two RBIs in 10 games
for Chicago. He has a .212 average in
40 games overall with the Padres and
Cubs.
The Cubs also agreed to pay $1.5
million of the $2.47 million that was
left on Barrett’s contract at the time of
the deal.
Bowen’s departure leaves Geovany
Soto and Koyie Hill as Chicago’s catchers.
The Cubs also recalled right-hander
Billy Petrick from Triple-A Iowa. It will
be the 23-year-old reliever’s third stint
with Chicago. In four relief appearances
with the Cubs this season he is 0-0 with
a 3.18 ERA.

FOOTBALL

GOLF

Lance Briggs and the Chicago Bears
remained at a stalemate Monday as time
ran out for the Pro Bowl linebacker to sign
a multi-year contract.
The only deal that remains for Briggs
to sign is a franchise-tag offer of $7.2
million.
Upset that the Bears slapped him with
the franchise-player tag in February, Briggs
threatened a holdout, at first for the entire
season and then for 10 games so he could
report for the final six to qualify as serving
one year as a franchise player.
The designation made it difficult for
Briggs to market himself to other teams
because the Bears have the right to match
any offer sheet he signs. If they chose not
to match another offer, the Bears would
get the other team’s first-round draft picks
in 2007 and 2008 as compensation.
Briggs, who would have become an
unrestricted free agent in March, made
his second straight Pro Bowl and helped
the Bears win the NFC championship last
season.
Before the Super Bowl, Briggs had talked optimistically about getting a chance
to enter the open market.

It was wicked one minute, wonderful
the next.
The rain and wind were so strong
Monday morning at Carnoustie that Tiger
Woods and Rod Pampling didn’t even
bother with umbrellas, and Woods took off
his glove when he lost feeling in his ring
finger. By the afternoon, Henrik Stenson
sat on the side of the practice range trying
to decide which sunglasses to wear.
“It can turn in a hurry,” Chad Campbell
said. “We saw it today.”
Sweaters gave way to short sleeves.
Coffee sales slowed as fans queued up at
the ice cream stand.
The weather is often the best defense
in links golf, and it’s what makes the British
Open so unique. Along with being brutal,
it can change without notice, and sometimes having the good end of the draw
can matter as much as raw talent.
But it has been on somewhat of a
holiday since Woods’ bid for the calendar
Grand Slam in 2002 ended in a blast of arctic wind and stinging rain at Muirfield that
sent him to an 81, still his highest score as
a professional.
Sure, there has been the occasional
rain and a wee breeze, but nothing nasty.
Charles Howell III didn’t play his first
British Open until 2003 and has never
really experienced a miserable day on the
links. Monday was the first full day of
practice for many players, and presented
with the opportunity, Howell didn’t want
to miss it.
“I didn’t play that year at Muirfield, and
I don’t know how it compared,” Howell
said. “I just wanted to play it and see. And it
was really rough. It was very rough.”
He played Carnoustie on Sunday and
hit a 4-iron to the fourth fairway and a
7-iron to the green. One day later, hands
stuffed in his pockets as he practiced
alone, Howell hit a driver and a 3-iron to
reach the green at the 412-yard hole.
No telling how Mother Nature will
behave when the British Open begins
Thursday, or the rest of the week.
Woods, Pampling, Howell, Brett
Quigley and Robert Karlsson were among
those who left nothing to chance. Woods
was on the first tee at 6 a.m., his typical
starting time during practice rounds at the
British Open.
Once he made the turn, he must have
wondered why he bothered.
“One good thing about today is he’s
playing in a rain jacket,” swing coach Hank
Haney said. “He hasn’t done that all year.”

Time runs out for
Mother Nature swings
Briggs to sign contract into golf tournament

NASCAR

Hamlin stands up to
Stewart as team
rivalry brews

When Denny Hamlin refused to quietly
take teammate Tony Stewart’s criticism, it
marked a rare occasion of a young driver
not rolling over for the two-time NASCAR
champion.
And sending word through the media
that he didn’t appreciate being publicly blamed for their accident in Daytona
showed that Hamlin has the confidence
– or ego – to go toe-to-toe with his teammate. After all, the budding young star is
the future of Joe Gibbs Racing and probably believes he’s above being bullied.
The public sniping forced team owner
Joe Gibbs to interrupt his vacation and
make a pit stop in Chicago, where he gave
a 30-minute lecture on playing well with
others to his top two drivers.
It was a strong stand by Hamlin. A
power-play of sorts.
But when it was over, Stewart took to
the track to prove he’s still the star of that
team.
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BASKETBALL

Falker misses the cut
Eugene Clark
DAILY EGYPTIAN

SIU’s
forward
Randal
Falker looks
to drive the
ball to the
hoop during
the game
on January
23, 2007
at the SIU
Arena.Falker
was one
of 16 Pan
American
invitees who
were cut at
this year’s
tryouts.
J AKE L OCKARD
D AILY E GYPTIAN
PHOTO

COLUMN

The great
American
soccer hero

Randal Falker found himself
to be one of the 30 best college
basketball players in America.
However, his name wasn’t called
as one of the top 14.
Falker, a senior forward on
the SIU men’s basketball team,
was one of 30 NCAA athletes chosen to tryout for the
Pan American Games, but was
not included in the list of 14
released Saturday.
Two of the remaining 14
players will be cut Wednesday,
which will set the final 12-man
roster for the games that take
place in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil,
from July 25-29.
Falker was the only candidate chosen from a Missouri
Valley Conference school.
He said the competition was
quite intense among some of
the most outstanding college
athletes in the region.
“It was insane,” Falker said.
“It was tough, physical and
there were a lot of great players and everybody played really
hard.”
Blowing the competition
away with strong defensive
skills was part of Falker’s game
plan to land a spot on the team.
Unfortunately, other necessary skills may have been more
important.
“I don’t think I best suited
what they were looking for in a
power forward,” Falker said.
The Pan Am games are traditionally a chance for countries’
greatest athletes to compete in
sporting events. The games take
place every four years and are
structured so they fall the year
before the Olympics.

David Beckham’s checklist upon
arriving to America:
1. Find housing for me and my
hot wife. Check.
2. Find my kids a school. Check.
3. Single-handedly familiarize the
United States with futbol, or soccer
as they refer to it. In progress.
For those sports fans living under
a rock — or believe the pretentious
notion that soccer is unimportant
— Beckham, who is far and beyond
the biggest soccer star on the planet,
was officially introduced as the Los
Angeles Galaxy’s newest player this
weekend.
That’s right. The LeBron James
of the futbol world will be logging minutes as an American soccer
player come July 21.
Beckham will not only bring
his tasty Spice Girl wife (Victoria
Beckham) and his pretty boy looks,
but also the expectation of reinventing the game of soccer in America.
The task seems daunting but
if anyone can pull the miracle off
it appears to be Beckham. He has
enthusiastically said he wants to
bring the game of soccer to the forefront of America, and has the skill
and notoriety to do it.
And why shouldn’t we believe
in him?
The former England soccer stud
has only been in the States a handful
of days and is already generating an
L.A. media frenzy that could take
on Lindsay Lohan and Paris Hilton
combined.

See FALKER, Page 10

See BECKHAM, Page 10

BRIAN FELDT
bfeldt@siude.com

FOOTBALL

SIU trains the future
Saluki football camp teaches highschoolers the basics
Alejandro Gonzalez
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Tyson Serles is one of many high
school football players who dreams
of getting a scholarship to play college ball.
Serles, a 17-year-old senior from
West Frankfort, said he would join
the U.S. Army if he doesn’t get a
college football scholarship.
It’s football or nothing.
Serles was one of dozens of players who attended the SIU Saluki
Football Group Development
Camp over the weekend. The camp
included teams from all over Illinois,
Missouri and Kansas. Thirty-three
teams and more than 800 players
took part in the annual event.
Serles said the camp improved
the way he reads the quarterback’s

“If“one kid gets better and helps his team get better,
then everything is positive.

eyes before a pass.
“I started out rusty but I improved
quite a bit,” he said with a stern look
on his freckled face.
Truvaunty Badger, a senior from
Mount Vernon High School, lit up
the field with precise throws and
agile runs toward the end zone. The
5-foot-11-inch, all-purpose player
said SIU is one school he is considering to play for.
While some players use the camps
to get noticed, quarterback coach
Patrick Poore said the camps are a way
to inspire kids’ love of the game.

— Patrick Poore
Quarterback coach

“If you can help one kid get better, it’s worth having,” he said. “If
one kid gets better and helps his
team get better, then everything is
positive.”
SIU head coach Jerry Kill said
camps help with recruiting because
players will want to play for SIU.
“I don’t know how many college
football players there are, but there’s
800 students that maybe have never
come to southern Illinois before,” Kill
said.
See CAMP, Page 10

Nick Wilburn,
from West
Frankfurt,
left, attempts
to block a
reception by
Truvaunty
Badger, from
Mt. Vernon,
during the
group development camp
hosted by
the Saluki
football team.
High school
students
attending the
camp honed
skills specific
to their positions with the
help of the SIU
coaching staff.
R YAN R ENDLEMAN
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